TRUCK SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

Extended
Warranty
B
The Hendrickson Truck Suspension
Systems Extended Warranty option is
available to purchase up to one year
after the vehicle is placed in service
for the following suspension systems.
■ AIRTEK®
■ PRIMAAX® EX / FIREMAAX® EX
■ HAULMAAX®
■ RT™/RTE™ Series
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GENUINE PARTS — All replacement parts will be genuine Hendrickson
parts, so you know your repaired vehicle will have the same
outstanding quality it had when it was first purchased.
ENHANCED RESALE VALUE — Repairing your vehicle with genuine
Hendrickson parts increases its resale value. Plus, your Hendrickson
Extended Warranty coverage is transferable, further enhancing your
resale value.
PROTECTION FROM COST INFLATION — Your Hendrickson Truck
Suspension Systems Extended Warranty coverage applies to your
vehicle regardless of increases in parts or labor that are certain to
occur over time. One simple payment now can save you substantial
repair charges in the future.
VISIT www.hendrickson-intl.com/warranty_truck/ext_warranty.asp

Integrated Front Air Suspension
and Steer Axle System

Heavy-duty Air Suspensions

®

AIRTEK represents a quantum leap in front suspension
and axle technology. This product offers
unmatched ride and handling performance
with up to 55 lbs. of weight savings and
reduced maintenance requirements. AIRTEK
utilizes STEERTEK, Hendrickson’s patented
fabricated steer axle.

Heavy-duty Rubber Suspension

With its rugged, weight efficient design, PRIMAAX® EX is a premium heavy-duty rear
air suspension that delivers advanced suspension technology for the rigorous demands
of vocational, severe-service, and heavy-haul applications. The system
features a new robust structural design with
optimized suspension geometry for improved
stability, handling, and ride. In addition, new air
springs fill faster and lift and support the load
with less air pressure. FIREMAAX® EX, designed
specifically for fire and rescue applications, offers
similar benefits to PRIMAAX EX.

Steel Leaf Spring Suspensions
®

HAULMAAX is a premium rubber suspension
designed for vocational applications where
durability, lightweight and driver comfort are
essential. HAULMAAX’s innovative design includes
rubber bolster springs coupled with an auxiliary
spring that provides a superior combination of empty ride
quality and loaded stability. The lightweight design offers up
to 690 lbs. of weight savings versus competitive vocational rear tandem suspension.

RT™/ RTE™ Series is a durable steel spring suspension
with a legacy of over 70 years of reliability in the
most severe applications. Hendrickson-designed
springs provide a consistent spring rate for longer
life as the equalizing beams distribute load
equally between both axles for improved traction.
The system performs well in a variety of vocational
truck applications.
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